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ONLY A MONSTER
Vanessa Len
Allen & Unwin
9781760878313 | $22.99 |

| PB | YA

A brilliantly compelling YA fantasy from a dazzling new
Australian talent
Only a monster would kill a hero. Right?
Every family has its secrets, but the summer Joan Chang-Hunt goes
to stay with her Gran in London, she learns hers is bigger than most.
The Hunts are one of twelve families in London with terrifying, hidden
powers.
Joan is half-monster. And what's more, her summer crush Nick isn't
just a cute boy—he's hiding a secret as well; a secret that places Joan in
terrible danger.
When the monsters of London are attacked, Joan is forced on the run
with the ruthless Aaron Oliver, heir to a monster family who are sworn
enemies of her own. Joan is drawn deeper into a world that simmers
with hostilities, alliances and secrets. And her rare and dangerous
power means she's being hunted. She'll have to embrace her own
monstrousness if she is to save herself, and her family. Because in this
story . . . she is not the hero. For ages 13+.
Vanessa Len is an Australian author of Chinese-Malaysian and Maltese
heritage. She lives in Melbourne.

LET THE GAMES BEGIN:
POW POW PIG 2
Anh Do, illustrated by Peter Cheong
Allen & Unwin
9781761065194 | $15.99 |
| PB | Junior Fiction
Pow Pow and the gang are back for another hilarious adventure
Hi there! It's Pow Pow Pig.
Me and the Z team are on a mission.
We're trying to the save the world!
But somehow we've ended up in Ancient Greece instead . . .
It's going take an Olympic effort to get out of this mess!
A fast-and-funny junior fiction series from bestselling author,
comedian and artist Anh Do. For ages 6-10.
Anh Do is one of Australia's best-loved storytellers. His
series, including Wolf Girl, Skydragon and WeirDo, are adored
by millions of kids around the country. Peter Cheong is an
illustrator from Perth.

THE GREAT TREASURE
HUNT: MERTALES 3
Rebecca Timmis
Albert Street Books
9781760526573 | $14.99 |
| PB | Junior Fiction
Turbulent turtles! It's Book 3 in the
sea-sational MerTales series, packed
with mer-magical adventure
It's the day of the Great Treasure Hunt and
everyone is joining in! Coral is excited to lead
her team of best friends to the treasure first.
But soon they discover that there is a bigger
mystery to solve . . .
Who is the mer-sterious CountFrumplesquid,
and what does he really want in Cockleshell
Cove? Can Coral and her crew work together
to uncover the truth and keep the precious
treasure safe? For ages 6-9.
Rebecca Timmis is an author-illustrator from
the sunny Gold Coast.

MAGNIFICENT MABEL AND
THE MAGIC CATERPILLAR
Ruth Quayle, illustrated by
Julia Christians
Nosy Crow
9781788005968 | $12.99 |
| PB | Junior Fiction
Three laugh-out-loud funny short stories,
brilliantly illustrated throughout!
Meet Mabel—she's MAGNIFICENT.
Sometimes life isn't fair for Mabel Chase. Like
for instance it is NEVER her turn to look after
the class caterpillar. And she's not allowed
a pair of glasses, even though she is SURE
that she needs them. And her big sister Meg
KEEPS ignoring her to do homework.
But none of that matters in the end . . .
because Mabel is still MAGNIFICENT.
The fourth book in a hilarious new series,
highly illustrated throughout and with three
short stories, this is ideal for newly confident
readers. For ages 5–7.
Ruth Quayle and Julia Christians are the
creators of Magnificent Mabel and the Rabbit
Riot, Magnificent Mabel and the Christmas
Elf and Magnificent Mabel and the Egg and
Spoon Race.

I'LL KEEP YOU CLOSE
Jeska Verstegen
Allen & Unwin
9781760526917 | $16.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction
A beautifully written novel based on a true story about a young
girl who comes to understand why her mother is so fearful and
overprotective when her class starts studying the Holocaust
Jeska doesn't know why her mother keeps the curtains drawn so
tightly every day. And what exactly is she trying to drown out when
she floods the house with Mozart? What are they hiding from?
When Jeska's grandmother accidentally calls her by a stranger's
name, she seizes her first clue to uncovering her family's past,
and hopefully to all that's gone unsaid. With the help of an old
family photo album, her father's encyclopedia collection, and the
unquestioning friendship of a stray cat, the silence begins to melt
into frightening clarity: Jeska's family survived a terror that they've
worked hard to keep secret all her life. And somehow, it has both
nothing and everything to do with her, all at once.
A true story of navigating generational trauma as a child, I'll Keep
You Close is about what comes after disaster: how survivors move
forward, what they bring with them when they do, and the promise of
beginning again while always keeping the past close. For ages 8-12.
Jeska Verstegen is an author and illustrator living in Amsterdam.
She is a descendant of Emanuel Querido, the revolutionary JewishDutch publisher who was killed by the Nazis in World War II.

ROBIN HOOD 4:
DRONES, DAMS & DESTRUCTION
Robert Muchamore
Hotkey
9781471409516 | $14.99 |
| PB | Middle Fiction
Join Robin and Marion fighting for the desperate and destitute again
in the fourth action-packed adventure from international bestseller
Robert Muchamore
As conditions in Sherwood Forest grow more precarious, time is
running out for inhabitants of the abandoned shopping mall. With
constant pressure on them from Sheriff Marjorie and gangster
Guy Gisborne, Robin decides to engage his brother Little John as
undercover spy. And John strikes gold when he discovers his mother's
plan for the ailing Sherwood Castle resort.
Robin and Marion join in an audacious plan to scupper their
oppressors, but the Sheriff has her response prepared—and it's
ferocious. Have they bitten off more than they can chew this time?
A radical and fantastically entertaining reimagining of a classic
legend. For ages 10-14.
Robert Muchamore is the international bestselling author of the
CHERUB series.

TALKING HISTORY
Joan Haig and Joan Lennon,
illustrated by Andre Ducci
Templar
9781787417328 | $29.99 |

| HB | History

150 years of world-changing speeches
From Abraham Lincoln to Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti, Nelson
Mandela to Greta Thunberg, people have used the power of speech
to influence society for centuries. Great speeches have formed
milestones in modern history, inspiring and engaging generations
on important issues including war, women's rights, climate change
and civil rights, and helping to shape the world we live in.
Featuring 17 influential speeches from the past 150 years, Talking
History explores the events leading up to each speech, how the
spoken word was used to great effect, and the impact it had on
the world, presented in graphic novel style to put the reader at the
heart of the action. A book to inspire a new generation of thinkers
and talkers. For ages 8-12.
Dr Joan Haig is the author of Tiger Skin Rug. Dr Joan Lennon is
the author of Silver Skin. Andre Ducci is a Brazilian comic artist
based in Italy.

THE IVORY KEY
Akshaya Raman
Hotkey
9781471410734 | $17.99 |

| PB | YA

Four siblings. A country in ruin. One quest to save them all.
Vira is desperate to get out of her mother's shadow and establish
her legacy as a revered queen of Ashoka. But with the country's
only quarry running out of magic—a precious resource that has kept
Ashoka safe from conflict—she can barely protect her citizens from
the looming threat of war.
Vira's only hope is to find a mysterious object of legend: the Ivory
Key, rumoured to unlock a new source of magic. But in order to
infiltrate enemy territory and retrieve it, she must reunite with her
siblings, torn apart by broken relationships and the different paths
their lives have taken. Each of them has something to gain from
finding the Ivory Key—and even more to lose if they fail.
First in a duology, this Indian-inspired fantasy debut is epic, fierce
and magnetically addictive, taking you on a thrilling journey where
magic, a prized resource, is the only thing between peace and war.
For ages 16-19.
Akshaya Raman is co-founder of Writer's Block Party, a group
blog about writing and publishing. She lives in the USA.

OUCH: TALES OF GRAVITY
Kate Simpson, illustrated by
Andy Hardiman
Allen & Unwin
9781760526610 | $24.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
A funny story about gravity that explains why apples fall from
trees, from an exciting new partnership in picture books
Isaac Newton was sitting under an apple tree when he got hit on the
head by an apple.
People might tell you this is the moment gravity was first
discovered, but the truth is people had been discovering gravity
long before Isaac.
You might have even discovered it yourself . . . Ouch!
Have you ever wondered how gravity works? Or what life would be
like without gravity? Find out in this fun introduction to the idea
that what goes up must come down! For ages 6-8.
Kate Simpson is a scientist and picture book author. Andy
Hardiman is an advertising creative. They both live in Australia.

THE EASTER BUNNYROO
Susannah Chambers,
illustrated by Laura Wood
Allen & Unwin
9781761065736 | $14.99 |
| PB | Picture Book
A very Australian Easter story about a baby kangaroo and
an Easter egg hunt from a CBCA short-listed author
and bestselling illustrator
Who hops on two big feet, has two long ears and a built-in basket?
The EASTER BUNNYROO, that's who!
A very Australian Easter story about an understandable
misunderstanding with a baby kangaroo, from the award-winning
author of The Snow Wombat and the popular illustrator of The Cow
Tripped Over the Moon. For ages 3-6.
Susannah Chambers is a highly acclaimed picture book creator.
She lives in Melbourne. Laura Wood is a popular and bestselling
illustrator. She lives in Italy.

WHILE WE CAN'T HUG
Eoin McLaughlin, illustrated by Polly
Dunbar
Faber
9780571369133 | $12.99 |
| BD BK | Picture Book
From the team behind the bestselling The Hug, a heart-warming
board book that shows us ways to be affectionate while
social distancing
Hedgehog and Tortoise were the best of friends.
They wanted to give each other a great, big hug.
But they weren't allowed to touch.
"Don't worry," said Owl. "There are lots of ways to show someone
you love them."
So the two friends wave to each other, blow kisses, sing songs,
dance around and write letters. And even though they can't hug,
and they can't touch, they both know that they are loved.
A gorgeous, uplifting, inspiring picture book that makes social
distancing fun! For ages 4-7.
Eoin McLaughlin is the Irish author of Secret Agent Elephant.
Polly Dunbar is an award-winning English illustrator.

LISTEN TO THE SEASONS
Marion Billet
Nosy Crow
9781839942631 | $18.99 |
| BD BK | Baby Book
A captivating series of sound-button books
with six amazing real-life sounds
What sounds do lambs, swallows, cicadas,
geese, hedgehogs and Arctic foxes make?
Push the buttons to find out as you
journey through the seasons! Aimed at
babies and toddlers, this ground-breaking
and internationally bestselling series
of interactive board books has a button
on every spread, which plays one of six
different exceptional quality sound effects.
Children of every age will be captivated
as they bring the artwork to life with six
amazing real-life sounds. For ages 3+.
Marion Billet has had around 80 children's
books published in 11 different countries.
She lives in Paris.

PEEKABOO CHICK
Camilla Reid, illustrated by
Ingela P Arrhenius
Nosy Crow
9781839942662 | $14.99 |
| BDBK | Novelty Book
A vibrant, interactive peekaboo board book
that little ones won't be able to resist
Easy-to-use peekaboo sliders, super-cute
faces and a surprise mirror ending combine
in this stylish interactive board book for
babies and toddlers from the award-winning
team behind the bestselling Felt Flaps series.
Connecting with faces and playing peekaboo
is one of the first games that babies play
and it's why the very youngest of children
will love this adorable book—and want to
read it again and again! And with a total of
10 ingenious mechanisms to push, pull or
turn on every spread, they won't be able to
put it down!
Camilla Reid has written, conceived and
edited children's books for over twenty
years. Ingela P Arrhenius is a Swedish
illustrator.

WHEN YOU'RE FAST ASLEEP—
WHO WORKS AT NIGHT-TIME?
Peter Arrhenius, illustrated
by Ingela P Arrhenius
Nosy Crow
9781839944741 | $19.99 |
| HB | Novelty Book

Discover the people that work when you're fast asleep in this
lift-the-flap book!
There are all kinds of people that work during the night-time, from
bakers to doctors, train drivers to road workers, and out at sea or
in an art gallery. Peek inside the oven at the bakery, find out if the
fishing boats have caught any fish and open the doors into a busy
hospital. Learn more about the world at night with this fun lift-theflap book that's packed with details to spot and perfect for sharing
at bedtime. With a rhyming, read-aloud text from Peter Arrhenius
and bold, friendly artwork from Ingela P Arrhenius, the awardwinning illustrator of the bestselling Felt Flaps and Peekaboo series.
Peter Arrhenius is a screenwriter and author. Ingela P Arrhenius
is an illustrator. They live in Sweden and have published over 15
titles together.

ABC BEDTIME
(ABC FOR ME)

Fall gently to sleep with this night-time
routine, from A to Zzzz

IT FELL FROM THE SKY
Eric Fan, illustrated
by Terry Fan

Erica Harrison

Walter Foster Jr
9781600589904 | $19.99 |
| BD BK | Early Learning
ABC Bedtime takes young kids through a
nightly bedtime routine from A to Z—going
from awake and active to soundly sleeping
and catching those ZZZs!
Through engaging but calming illustrations
and text, ABC Bedtime provides an alphabet
of ways to get kids to cooperate in getting
ready for bed. Pairing aspects of a young
child's bedtime routine with each letter of
the alphabet, it is a sweet read for both
caregiver and child. This book is not only
perfect for teaching toddlers their ABCs, but
also for encouraging them to acknowledge
that it’s time to get ready to calm down their
bodies and minds before going to bed. For
ages 3-6.
Erica Harrison is a children's book designer
and illustrator who has worked on over 70
titles. She lives in Auckland, New Zealand.

Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711270657 | $24.99 |
| HB | Picture Book
From the authors of the bestselling The
Night Gardener and Ocean Meets Sky—a
whimsical and elegantly illustrated picture
book about community, art and the
importance of giving back
It fell from the sky on a Thursday. None
of the insects know where it came from,
or what it is. Some say it's an egg. Others,
a gumdrop. But whatever it is, it fell near
Spider's house, so he's convinced it belongs
to him. Spider builds a wonderous display
so that insects from far and wide can come
to look at the marvel. So what if he has
to charge a small fee? So what if the lines
are long? But as Spider raises the prices,
insects stop showing up. And then, all of a
sudden, an unexpected disaster hits and the
marvel disappears! A charming story that
also teaches children important life lessons
about greed and the importance of sharing.
For ages 4-7.
Eric Fan and Terry Fan are the creators of
the critically acclaimed The Night Gardener
and Ocean Meets Sky. They live in Canada.

MY OWN WAY

Celebrating gender freedom for kids

Joana Estrela, Jay Hulme
Wide Eyed Editions
9780711265844 | $19.99 |
| HB | Poetry
My Own Way is a poem and a picture book
that introduces very young children to the
wonder of gender diversity. Why feel limited
to his or hers, blue or pink, football or
ballet? This colourful picture book smashes
these stereotypes and encourages the
reader to follow their own way! With vibrant
illustrations and concise, poetic text, this
powerful book teaches young children that
there are no limits in what you can do and
who you can be. You are unique! For ages 3-6.
Jay Hulme is an award-winning transgender
poet, speaker and educator. He lives in
the UK. Joana Estrela is a Portuguese
illustrator.

KALEIDOSCOPE OF
DINOSAURS AND
PREHISTORIC LIFE
Greer Stothers
Wide Eyed Editions
9780711266896 | $29.99 |
| HB | Biology
Think dinosaurs were all brown, green
and scaly? Think again, on a kaleidoscopic
journey into the technicolour world of
dinosaurs and other prehistoric beasts as
they really may have looked. A richly detailed
and vibrantly illustrated natural history book,
this fascinating read is bursting with colour
and will show you dinosaurs like never before.
For ages 8–11.
Greer Stothers is an award-winning
Canadian illustrator with a background in
evolutionary biology.

GOLDEN BOYS
Phil Stamper
Bloomsbury
9781526643841 | $16.99 |

| PB | YA

Gabriel, Reese, Sal and Heath are best
friends, bonded in their small rural town by
their queerness, their good grades and their
big dreams. But now it's the summer before
their last year of high school, and each of
them is going on a huge new adventure.
What will this summer of new experiences
and world-expanding travel mean for each of
them—and for their friendship? A sweet and
compelling coming-of-age story that explores
identity, the importance of found family
and the complexities of falling for your best
friend. For ages 12+.
Phil Stamper is the author of The Gravity of
Us. He lives in New York.

GLORIA STEINEM
(LITTLE PEOPLE,
BIG DREAMS

Maria Isabel Sanchez
Vegara, illustrated by
Lucila Perini
Frances Lincoln Children's
9780711270732 | $19.99 |

| HB

Discover the incredible life of the trailblazing
feminist, activist and leader, in this book from the
bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series. For
ages 4-7.
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RUBY'S WORRY:
A BIG BRIGHT
FEELINGS BOOK

Tom Percival

NEW IN BOARD BOOK
Bloomsbury
9781526626691 | $16.99 |
The first board book from the bestselling Big
Bright Feelings series, perfect for little hands and
their big feelings.
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